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Official corporate system for Quality Documentation
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SIDI/SIQual is the official system devoted to Istat quality monitoring and 
assessment: SIDI «input» platform, SIQual for consultation (since 2006).
It is the backbone for Istat quality activities.

The Istat business process model is coherent with GSBPM and can be mapped 
to GSBPM items at any level (Case study).

Systematic approach to quality: reference metadata (including standard quality 
indicators) are stored and continuously updated. All defined metadata items 
are characterised by a “validity period” i.e., the time reference in which that 
piece of information is indeed valid.
Documentation is highly structured via controlled vocabularies, restricted lists 
of terms used for categorizing the content of information resources.
They help ensure consistency and avoid ambiguity in the description of data.
They are also subject to specific policies that determine who may add terms to 
the list, when and how.

https://siqual.istat.it/SIQual/welcome.do
https://statswiki.unece.org/display/GSBPM/istat%3A+use+of+GSBPM


Main uses of SIDI/SIQual
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• process and quality monitoring

• Standardization of concepts and terminology (and storage, and re-use)

• support for statistical auditing and self-assessment procedures

• targeted analyses e.g., evaluations of innovation effects, quality 
comparisons among processes sharing similar characteristics, …

• shared services (since Data collection, Methodologies, Dissemination and IT 
functions have been centralized within the 2016 Istat modernization)



How to browse the system
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Documentation of processes and quality http://siqual.istat.it 

SIQual has 2 versions: one for external users, one for internal users.
The main difference is that the first one does not include quality indicators

It is “old” and should be renovated.
The design and implementation of a new system will take some three years  

http://siqual.istat.it/


SIDI/SIQual architecture
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Inside SIDI-SIQual
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Access to SIQual and SIDI
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System for the input of metadata and quality indicators 
(management environment)
SIDI 🡪 Internal users (quality pilots) holding a user account 
in the application (ID and password required to login).

Navigation system
SIQual (internet) 🡪 All users (external and internal)
SIQual (intranet) 🡪 All internal users



Centralized management
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Centralized SIDI/SIQual group

check completeness and correctness of the metadata and quality 
indicators

validation procedures (wording and English translation)

identification of new processes to be documented
 
identification of new quality pilots to be trained and corresponding 
capacity building actions

content maintenance & enhancements
(e.g., definition and update of controlled vocabularies)



Actors involved
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Net of colleagues within the NSI

1. The quality pilots: one (at least) person is associated to each Istat 
statistical process. They (≈160 active colleagues) obtain a formal 
appointment after following the SIDI-SIQual training course. 
Aim: maintaining the system with updated documentation of the 
statistical processes. 

2. Data collection managers: In charge of providing quality indicators 
related to data collection

3. The contact persons for quality reporting, in charge of producing 
the ESS standard-based quality reports, usually different from the 
people appointed as quality pilots



Annual management cycle
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1st  step (March)
• All Directorates provide the list of the new process (and corresponding new 

quality pilots) to be documented in SIDI

2nd  step (June)
• Training course for new quality pilots

3rd step (October)
• Deadline for:

• pre-existing processes: metadata updating
• new processes: first documentation

4th  step (December)
• Deadline for pre-existing processes: quality indicators update

5th  step (March +1)
• Deadline for new processes: first calculation of quality indicators



Summing up the experience 
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• It created a common language, increased the quality culture, 
increased the awareness on quality control and monitoring

• Each process is unique from the survey manager perspective

• Especially at the beginning, it represented an additional task for 
survey managers, perceived as scarcely useful for the single survey 
manager

• European work on quality indicators represented both a stimulus 
and a constraint

• Highly appreciated when information started to be re-used

• Demanding to keep the pace of technological evolutions
• Demanding to be flexible to changing production environment
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The subsystem for quality reporting
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SIDI/SIQual was born several years before SIMS. However, most of information 
required by SIMS was already available in SIDI/SIQual 

🡪 reducing reporting burden on production units who have to fulfil both 
internal and external demands in terms of metadata and quality indicators

Grant (Eurostat funding) in 2012.

One of the actions was: 
Development of a SIDI/SIQual subsystem for quality reporting



Financing the implementation
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One of the main objective  of the 2012 Grant was to support the 
implementation of ESS metadata standard at national level.
Istat took the opportunity to enhance SIDI/SIQual for kickstarting the 
production of SDMX compliant metadata files (SDMX-ML format), harmonized 
with the ESS standard structures.

The main purpose of the project is twofold:
• to exploit the available information, reducing reporting burden for survey 

managers that have to fulfil both internal and external demands in terms of 
reference metadata and quality indicators, and also avoiding potential 
inconsistencies among information presented on SIDI/SIQual and provided 
directly to Eurostat; 

• to maintain such information at a centralised level within the Institute, 
organised according to internationally accepted conceptual and technical 
standards, thus improving the overall Istat metadata asset and facilitating a 
possible next re-use.



Subsystem main advantages
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Exploit the already available information, by facilitating re-use

Reduce reporting burden for survey managers: highly appreciated!!!

Improve internal coordination, centralised monitoring

Avoid inconsistencies in metadata and quality reporting

Seek compliance to international technical standards



New menu item
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National metadata system is used to produce the metadata file and 
then it is manually imported in ESS-MH



Facilitating implementation of quality reporting
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The subsystem is highly «generalised»: when (if) a new standard 
template is defined by Eurostat, it could be easily and quickly 
adapted

Apart from the production of the ESS quality reports, 
disseminated also through SIQual, the subsystem has already 
been reused twice:
• to produce the «information on data collection» pages 

addressed to respondents to surveys; in Italian only
• to produce national quality reports according to a template 

that is a subset of SIMS, updated annually. 
Burden zero: produced totally re-using the metadata and 
quality indicators already documented; in Italian only

https://siqual.istat.it/SIQual/docQualityReport.do?ric=0
https://www.istat.it/it/informazioni-e-servizi/per-i-rispondenti/elenco-delle-rilevazioni
https://www.istat.it/it/metodi-e-strumenti/strumenti-per-la-qualit%C3%A0/schede-standard-di-qualit%C3%A0


Data quality tools
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In English language, a 
section makes available a 
number of short reports,  
intended for basic users.

Each report contains 
information on survey 
general characteristics, such 
as design, data collection 
technique, total number of 
units and respondents, 
quality assurance measures, 
dissemination methods and 
timeliness.

https://www.istat.it/en/methods-and-tools/data-quality-tools/quality-at-a-glance
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